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ABSTRACT

We emphasize the importance of performing definite experiments on quantum
interferometers, baaing our work on a phenomenological theory of high-?, superconduc-
tivity co-existing with antiferrotnagnetism. The theory satisfies all the general require-
ments of previous models, including minima) gauge invariant coupling terms. Yet, since
no doping-dependent displacements are implied in the Mercereau diffraction pattern, this
phenomenological approach underlines the urgency of performing new experiments in order
to guide the theory.



1. Introduction.

Recent developments in the field of hlgh-T superconductivity

( HT SC ) underlie the Importance of understanding the main theoretical

aspects emerging from the copper-oxide ceramics. Two particularly

remarkable results are the following:

(i) Some workers have succeeded in Identifying HT SC in compounds of

bismuth, strontium, calcium, and copper oxides* Their critical temper-

ature was found to be 105 K. This discovery not only signalled a new

class of non rare-earth superconductors, but at the same time It broke

the apparent barrier of 95 K typical of the yttrium family of copper

oxides [ I ].

(il) A further class of non rare-earth superconductors has been Iden-

tified [ 2 ], the new copper-oxide ceramics involved contain the elements

thallium and barium as well. The critical temperatures of these compounds

also exceed the yttrium superconductors*

The nature or the microscopic phenomena underlying HT SC is still

not a settled question. This is emphasized by the perovskite-llke

structure of the La-, and Y-componds in which planes of Cu-0 were sepa-

rated by chains of atoms of copper and oxygen [ 3 ]. In the new mate-

rials, involving bismuth and thai Hum, the chains are Missing. It Is still

not clear whether a single theory may explain all the ceramics In which

HT SC has been observed. A phenomcnological approach to this question

has recently been completed [ 4 ].

The above remarks motivate the present work. Previously the

extreme type II behaviour of the ceramic superconductivity has been

addressed [ 5 ], [ 6 ]. These earlier works indicate the importance
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of further experiments in the field of macroscopic quantum phenomena

( MQP ). The seminal work of Mercercau and collaborators for low-T

superconductivity [ 7 ] has not been reproduced for the perovsklte-

1 Ike mat trials,In spite of being one of the most lntersting manifest-

ations of MQP: In double point contact dc-superconductlng quantum

interference devices, a periodic variation may be observed in the

critical current in the presence of a magnetic field.

Nevertheless, HQP have already been observed with the help of

Y-Ba-Cu-0 double point contacts, for temperatures up to 66 K [ 8 ].
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Other workers have used bridges of dimensions ( 10 cm ) , contain-

ing a stable superconducting weak link. The ceramic used in this

experiment was Y-Ba-Cu-0. Interesting results analogous to single Josephson

junctions have been obtained [ 9 ]. Finally, as a further ex-

ample, we point out that dc-superconductlng quantum interference devices

have been Investigated, using for their operation Y-Ba-Cu-0 [ 10 ].

Thus, one of the first applications of the phenomenological

approach to the problem of HT SC [ 6 ] was in the field of MQP [ 11 ];

An experiment was proposed in which the Hercereau effect should be re-

considered, in order to search for the predicted changes in the magentlc

flux from V to <J ( 1 - & ), where S denotes a small parameter.
*•* o o

In other words, a displacement by a whole period in the interference

pattern is expected form theory,in the Mercereau effect.

In the present work we demonstrate the relevance of the above

mentioned experiment,by studying a set of phenomenologlcal equations

in Sec. 2, which are an alternative set of generalized Glnzburg-Landau

( GGL ) equations. In Sec. 3 we develop this formalism in order to

demonstrate that it is a reasonable description of MT SC, in spite of

differing from the theory of ref. [ 6 ] by a minimal choice of the free
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energy. This leads us, In Sec. 4, to the conclusion that the current

density of the present formalism does not Induce the new effect pre ~

dieted In rcf. [ 11 ], namely, • displacement in the diffraction pattern

proportional to the doping parameter. The paper concludes with a dis -

cussion of the alternatives for future theoretical work.

2. On the generalized Cinzburg-Landau approach.

We assume the coexistence of superconductivity and antiferromagnet-

lsn, but do not exclude the existence of a spin-glass phase for rather

small values of the doping parameter x [ 12 ], as was done in the work

of ref. [ 6 ],ln which the existence of the spin-glass ( SG ) phase was

not anticipated. The phenomenology shall be studied In terms of the

effective hamlltonlan:

Heff HSC "iNT
(2.1)

Here, d denotes the space dimensionality. The order parameters are the

Cooper pair macrowave function $ = I $ , I e xP ( t *". ) a n d the

staggered magnetization $ 2 = t 9r, t exp ( 1 Q~, ). In terms of

the order parameters we may write the separate contributions to the

effective hamtltonlan. The possibility of describing phenomenologically

SG and HT SC, to the best of our knowledge, was first formulated In

ref. [ 13 ], and that work motivated our extension of H so as to

include the SG phase in a CCL approach. The separate contributions to

H arc given by:

(2.2)
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(2.3)

and, finally,

(2.4)

Here, h - V t A denotes the internal magnetic field, and Q denotes

the wave vector of the lowest energy spin-density wave ( SDU ) into which

the spins condense for temperatures T S T , where T is the Nect
* N H

temperature. The magnetic contribution H was first suggested by Hertz

[ 1* ]', in ref. [ 6 ] the vector Q was assumed to be a constant, restrict-

ing the discussion to antiferrotnagnetlsm, whereas we choose Q to be a

local function, thus extending the formalism to the new SG phase of the

copper-oxide ceramics close to the superconducting phase in the T -x

phase diagram [ 12 ]. The coupling constant has been denoted by / .In

general, the constants OH , /3 , u, v, and "^ ( 1 = 1 , 2 ) are as -

sumed to be temperature dependent.

The constant-Q GGL theory [ 6 ] gauged the order parameters sepa-

rately and II is different ( less minimal ). Since for larger

INT

values of the doping parameter Lhe SC-phase has disappeared from the

T 'X phase diagram, we nay assume for the purpose of studying the Mer-
c j. J.

cereau effect that Q may be approximated by a constant Q . In this
o

approximation H may be minimized with respect to the two order

parameters and the vector potential ( the equation of motion for Q is

only necessary to study the border of the SC and HT SC regions of the
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T -X phase diagram, and thus will not be needed in this work )• We are

therefore led to the following equations!

With respect to variations of $ , we have,

Uith respect to variations of ^ , •*« have,

Finally, with respect to variations of A, we have

(2.7)

where,

^

"''"« (2.8)

With this set of equations we are able to discuss, in the next section,

the applicability of the theory to type It HT SC.

3. Some consequences of the phenornenologlcal approach.

Before discussing the Hercereau effect, we must show that this

phenomenological set of equations Is capable of describing some aspects

of HT SC.
c

We first consider the coherence length T( T ), as well as the
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London penetration depth ^ ( T ) with the intention of showing that both

of these parameters provide an appropriate characterization of type II

HT SC. In other words, we would expect that the following Inequality should

be satisfied;

)» ( T ) (3.1)

We may appreciate this essential property of type II superconductivity

by returning to Eqn. (2.7) and showing its equivalence to the London equa -

tlon:

(3.2)

This Is a result that may be easily verified, by following the standard

derivation within the framework of Clnzburg and Landau.

By introducing the Abrlkosov dlmenslonless variables for the first

order parameter, we obtain that.

fl$l,o
(3.3)

This allows Eqn. (2.5) to be written asi

This equation has the usual linear and cubic terms, but with coefficients

dictated by the GGL formalism.

The simplest manner in which we may infer formulae for the

characteristic lengths is to set
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(3.5)

for values of the dimensionless order parameter t. close to Its mean field

value. Clearly, for large distances from single vortex lines the g func-

tion Is a small quantity. It then follows that by linearizing Eqn. (3.4)

we nay write it In an alternative manneri

2 -* 2< T > v « B (3.6)

From Eqns. (3.2) to (3.6), we may infer explicit formulae for the

characteristic lengths which satisfy our inequality (3.1).

On the other hand, we may Illustrate further aspects of this GGL for-

m l i m by referring to Fig. 1. The characteristic lengths of this work have

been highlighted by the suffix "new". In order to bring out some novel

features we compare the parameters with those of ref. [ 6 ], which may be

identified with the suffix "old". Further, the standard low-T expressions

are assigned the suffix "o". This allows us to Infer from the above work

that t

(3.7)

(3.8)

(3.9)

where we have used the notation!
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t

(3.10)

(3.11)

(3.12)

The above set of phenomenologlcal equations demonstrate that HT SC

may describe appropriately the main features of the ceramic type II

superconductors ( + ).

4. Discussion and conclusions.

The experimental data available support our qualitative statements

on the characteristic lengths [ 15 ] and [ 16 ]. The type II nature of

HT SC is further emphasized by measurements of the lower and upper critical

fields [ 17 ], [ 18 ].

We would like to underline that new experiments are needed, In order

to make further progres at the level of phenomenology! The current den -

slty given by Eqn. (2.8) does not lead to the Mereereau effect [ 7 ],

while the present work satslfles the general criteria for a phenomqnologi-

cal formalism as understood by previous theories in terms of two order

parameters ( cf., refs. [ 19 ] and [ 20 ] ). The present result concern -

Ing a Mercereau effect identical with the original experiments may be

( * ) In Eqn. (3.14) of ref. [ 6 ] there should be an opposite sign in

the term % I ̂ " ; however, this does not alter the qualitative

arguments of that work.
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understood as follows: In a quantum interferometer with two identical

point contacts in parallel ( between two bulk superconductors A and B ),

the current density In the bulk of A and B should be much smaller than

at the contacts. This implies thati

(4.1)

However, from Eqn. (2.8), the above statements imply that:

^ (eVc> A .2)

Eqn. (4.2) represents the same functional relationship that was obtained

in ref. [ 7 ]. The reader should be aware, nevertheless, that experiments

with quantum interference devices, which we are advocating in this work,

cannot be performed in the near future, In spite of their relevance. This

unfortunate situation Is due to the fact that the tunnelling junction con -

sists essentially of two superconducting layers around a thin insulator.

The difficulty lies in the fact that the composition of the superconducting

layers must be perfect throughout the sample. Since the main characteristics

of the tunnelling currents depend on the sample contact with the Insulating

layer within one coherence length, then In the rare earth superconductors, this

quantity Is small. This, In turn, Implies that material science tech -

niques have to be improved. Yet, with rare earth superconductors the

technical problems are somewhat easier than with the more recently discover-

ed non rare earth superconductors [ I ], [ 2 ]. In these materials the

coherence length appears to be even smaller [ 22 ].

To conclude, we would like to point out that the outcome of the

experiments suggested above will have the virtue of helping theory to dls-
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ccrn the form of the interaction term. In fact, we are presented with

the following options:

-If experiments are unable to detect any shifts In the diffraction

pattern produced In the Mercereau effect, then we feel that the present

phenomenologtcal theory would be a reasonable starting point for further

theoretical studies, as well as serving as a basis for motivating new

experiments.

-On the other hand, if a shift in the diffraction pattern produced

in the Mercereau effect were to be observed In experiments, then the

earlier work [ 11 ] would seem to be a reasonable starting point for a

deeper discussion of these intriguing extreme type II superconductors.
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Fluure caption

We Illustrate the coherence length T , t . corresponding,
-* new —> o 1 d r "

respectively to the present theory and the theory of ref. [ 6 ]. We have

also presented the penetration depth of the present theory J\ ( T ). The

three characteristic lengths are shown as function of the coupling con-

stant { • The intersection points A and D correspond to the coherence
length 1. ( T ), and to the penetration depth % , ( T ), respectively,

? o * L
for zero coupling constant. The points denoted by B and C correspond to

asymptotic values of J ( T ) and to "£ , which are given
, > new b old

respectively by I* Q ( T ) ^ • /

The figure has been drawn for the case fl ^ V" '

old

and by r ^ ( T ) g ^ I S c-
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